
Well, it’s 2012 and it has been a  (POSITIVE ADJECTIVE) year in the  

Loveland (PLACE OF DWELLING)! 

This summer, Mike starred as George Lucas in a Teddie Films music spoof that went viral on YouTube. 

The project was (POSITIVE ADJECTIVE) to work on, and he enjoyed collaborating with such 

(POSITIVE ADJECTIVE) people. He (ADVERB ENDING IN -LY) painted his upper body with a 

variety of colors, and even had to put on a (NEGATIVE ADJECTIVE) fake beard to look like George 

Lucas. Over 8 million (PLURAL NOUN) have seen the video, and Mike (ADVERB 

ENDING IN -LY) anticipates making a career change to acting.

Alma turned (HIGH DOUBLE DIGIT NUMBER) this year and doesn’t regret it! She bought a kayak this 

summer and has had fun (VERB ENDING IN -ING) several rivers and lakes in Utah County. She had 

intended kayaking to be a (POSITIVE ADJECTIVE) activity with Oliver, but as it turns out, Oliver tires 

of kayaking after about (SINGLE-DIGIT NUMBER) minutes. The downside of kayaking can be the 

(TYPE OF INSECT, PLURAL). On Alma’s last trip this year, she got approximately  

(3-DIGIT NUMBER) bites.

Oliver, who turned 3 this year, continues to be a (NOUN) in our lives. Unlike his parents, he 

is a picky eater and will not eat (GREEN VEGETABLE, PLURAL),  (OTHER VEGETABLE), or 

(ONE MORE VEGETABLE) but instead prefers to eat (KID FOOD),  

(SUGARY FOOD), and (FRUIT). This fall, Oliver was (VERB ENDING IN 

-ING) in his room when he jumped onto a (TOY). He said (SOMETHING YOU SHOUT) 

and started to cry. We thought that he had a (MILD INJURY) but he broke his leg. He was in a 

cast for 8 weeks and could not (ACTIVE VERB) during the first 4 weeks. When they finally took 

the cast off, his leg was (GROSS VERB) and hairy. It is still hairy, but he thinks that’s funny.

Joan turned 1 in April and hit many milestones this year. She started the year (VERB, HOW TO 

GET SOMEWHERE) but was (VERB, HOW TO GET SOMEWHERE) a little after her first birthday. Now she is talking 

and her favorite words are (ANIMAL), (ANIMAL), (ANIMAL) and 

(BEVERAGE). She loves to (LOVING VERB) Oliver and (ABUSIVE VERB) 

Oliver, and often does both in succession. 

We hope that 2013 is a (ADJECTIVE) year, and wish you a (ADJECTIVE) 

Christmas and a (ADJECTIVE) New Year!

HELP US SUPPLY THE MISSING WORDS IN OUR NEWSLETTER! 
FILL IN THE BLANKS ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THIS PAGE,  

AND THEN FILL THE BLANKS ON THIS PAGE WITH YOUR ANSWERS. 


